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Bonding and Sealing 

Terostat 9320  “ 4 in 1” Multi Functional Sealant
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Bonding and Sealing 

Automotive seam sealant

Ordinary seams
Produced by extruding sealant from a 
cartridge/foil pack through a nozzle
Use for basic sealing applications

Textured spray 
Produced by spraying the sealant with a special
spray gun (Teroson Multi-Press Hand Gun) and
twin-nozzle system
Use for subsequent sealing of joints

Brush texture
Produced by spreading the sealant with a 
special brush (with hard bristles)
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Bonding and Sealing 

MS polymer based sealants

Characteristics:
Excellent for sealing and bonding
Cured by absorption of ambient moisture
Allow immediate "wet-on-wet" painting with all
commonly used paint systems
Free of isocyanates
Silicone-free
Good resistance to UV radiation
Odour-free
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Bonding and Sealing 

Terostat 9320 – 4 in 1 Multi Functional Sealant
Universal sealing compound and seam sealant. Achieves textured 
seams which replicate the original factory finish. 

Chemical type: MS polymer
Clean-up: FL Cleaner
Packaging: 310 ml cartridge

Product characteristics:
High stability, non-sagging
Sprayable, coarse and fine patterns
Adheres to a wide range of materials 
without primer
Sealed seams can be spot-welded
Silicone-free
Brushable
Isocyanate-free
Allows over-painting (see technical data sheet)
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Bonding and Sealing 

Terostat 9320 – 4 in 1 Multi Functional Sealant
Textured seams which replicate the original 
factory finish can be achieved anywhere. 
Areas include:

Engine compartment
Boot
Passenger compartment

Can be applied in four different ways:
1. As a bead of material to seal the joint
2. As a surface coating to complement PVC-based 

underbody sealant coats and anti-chip compounds  
3. For Sprayable Seam Sealing
4. Brush texture
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Bonding and Sealing 

Application Tool - Pneumatic:
Teroson Telescopic Multi-Press Gun
For applying Terostat 9320 Sprayable Seam Sealant and other sealants
in 310ml nozzle cartridges




